March the Twenty-first, nineteen hundred and thirteen

My very dear Svaṣṭi Kāḷiyanakṛītī

I have been so glad to receive your recent letters, especially the one of March thirteenth. I will answer it later; such questions should always be sent in on a separate sheet, as "Querenda," as you know.

I have recently been visiting the Eastern Section of The Temple and I had a very pleasant time. You will find in the Bulletin a reference to the Meetings. With regard to the Sex question, I am sending you a book which contains the teachings of the Society on the subject, Cowasji's "Science of a New Life," which you had better keep by you for reference in answering the letters. Esoterically, you have the Galactic, and the Post-mantric of the Fourth. If there are any questions further, send them in, in the usual way.

I believe that our teaching as regards the coming of the Avatar is very nearly, if not entirely the same as that of the Temple. We are, however, instructed that at present nothing should be given out.

With regard to Integration, I enclose you a blueprint illustrative of the question you ask. Study it, and see if it answers you.

I am not feeling very well lately—a little overdone, I suppose; it will pass.

Make every care of yourself, and how would you like to come and see me after you have finished visiting with the Temple?

Yours very fraternally in the Integral Fellowship,

Arghya

Your Chart is safe; it was sent to me for transmission. They think it is rather complicated and to have to draw everything you write a letter. But I suppose if you intended to have it reproduced in some way, shall I send it to you?